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Key Points: The EIA let loose a bullish report on Wednesday for the week ended 8/17/2018 that showed commercial

crude stocks dropping 5.8 MMbbl this week (versus a consensus 2 MMbbl estimate) while key product inventories

(mogas, jet, diesel) gained.  The net result showed total petroleum stock levels being 2.5 MMbbl tighter than a week ago.

The crude stock drop was mainly in the Gulf Coast, while Cushing stocks built 800 Mbbls this week. Field crude

production again hit 11 MMbbl/d and net imports fell by over 1 MMbbl/d, yet refinery crude inputs dropped off 89 Mbbl/d

but still allowed utilization to average 98.1% across the nation, the same utilization level as last week. Setting a new

record for the third week of August, U.S. refined product demand topped 21.54 MMbbl/d which represents a whopping

1.35 MMbbl/d gain w-o-w. Coping with these record U.S. demands, the data showed the industry sent out 400 Mbbl/d

fewer refined product net exports w-o-w.  Intraday on 8/24/2018, WTI crude prices traded at $69.70/bbl. Reflecting the

bullish weekly report on Wednesday, this Friday price represents a $3.79 /bbl gain over the week-ago close and

compares to $47.23 /bbl a year ago. 

Going forward, we anticipate inline week to week production and above 90% refinery utilization. That should

continue to keep crude stock gains in check and more likely lead to draws, depending on if the volatile crude
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import data shows a net import number. But with WTI seeing strong discounts to the global Brent benchmark, we

see it more likely that net exports will be forthcoming. That will continue the trend toward tight crude

supply/demand fundamentals and low or no injections (and again a withdrawal) in the U.S. petroleum market next

week.

Weekly Demand: On the domestic demand side, EIA's reported refinery runs receded during the report week by 0.09

Mbbl/d to a weekly average of 17.89 MMbbl/d, which compares to a weekly average refinery run rate of 17.46 MMbbl/d a

year ago. Demand in the export market for U.S. crude exports for this report week fell by 0.44 Mbbl/d to an average for the

report week of 1.16 MMbbl/d which compares to an export rate of 0.94 MMbbl/d a year ago. The data for implied demand

for petroleum products, as represented by the EIA's volumes supplied to the consuming market, show an average for this

report week running at 21.54 MMbbl/d versus 20.19 MMbbl/d the prior report week and undershooting the year ago data

point of 21.70 MMbbl/d. That said, the EIA's total demand data for this report week came in up from the 5-year average for

this week. 

    

Weekly Supply: On the supply side, field production of crude oil this report week rose by 0.10 Mbbl/d to an average

weekly value of 11.00 MMbbl/d, which is up from last year's 9.53 MMbbl/d output rate. Supplies imported from foreign

producers fell by 1.50 MMbbl/d this EIA reporting week to an average of 7.52 MMbbl/d, which is under last year's 8.79

MMbbl/d import level. 

    

Weekly Rig Counts: The Baker Hughes active US rotary rig count this week shrunk by 13 over the week to 1044 rigs, with

oil rigs lower by 9 to 860 and gas rigs down by 4 to 182. Compared to last year, this week's US active rig count stepped up

by 104 from last year's level of 940.  

Commitment of Traders: The CFTC's 8/24/2018 commitment of traders report for NYMEX light sweet crude oil futures

and options showed that reportable financial positions (Managed Money and Other) on 8/21/2018 were 574,487 net long

while reportable commercial operator positions came in with a 618,491 net short position. Total open interest was reported

for this week at 2,937,583 and was down 232,542 lots from last week's reported 3,170,125 level. Sequentially, commercial

operators this reporting week were cutting longs by 38,771 while cutting shorts by 78,939. Financial speculators added

shorts and cut longs for the week (20,324 vs -14,333, respectively). The net long gain this week which follows a net long

gain last week shows operators clearly seem to be even more optimistic this week, while financial speculators appear to be

even less bullish given a net long decline this week after a net long decline last week.

    

Benchmark Prices, Differentials & Margins: The Brent Dated spot price closed 8/24/2018 at $75.06/bbl, better by

$4.09/bbl from the end of the EIA report week seven days ago. A year earlier, the Brent dated spot price stood at

$51.52/bbl. The differentials between Brent and WTI spots widened by $0.30/bbl to $5.36/bbl which compares to $4.29/bbl

a year ago. 

    

US Gulf Coast 321 crack spreads averaged $18.14/bbl for the week, which represents a decline of $0.32/bbl over the

week and compares to $18.88$/bbl this week last year. 

    



Northwest Europe 321 crack spreads using Bloomberg's local daily prices and Brent dated spot crude averaged $12.82/bbl

for the week. This represents a decrease of $-0.32/bbl over the prior week and compares to $12.28/bbl this week last

year. Southeast Asia 321 crack spreads using local prices and Minas crude averaged $8.30/bbl for the current week, which

represents a fall of $0.70/bbl over the prior week and compares to $13.76/bbl this week last year. 

    

Quarterly and Annual Fundamental Comparables: The EIA's weekly data for U.S. field production of crude oil is running

quarter to date at 10.93 MMbbl/d and is higher than our quarterly forecast of 10.50 MMbbl/d. Gulf Coast 321 Refinery

crack spreads using daily Bloomberg data are running at $16.66/bbl for the quarter to date, versus our estimate of

$8.80/bbl for the full period. WTI crude spot prices have averaged $69.54/bbl quarter to date versus our $64.68/bbl

forecast for the quarter. 

    

Year to date, U.S. field production of crude oil is running at 10.54 MMbbl/d according to the available EIA weekly data, and

is over our yearly forecast of 10.21 MMbbl/d. The EIA's weekly refinery run data is averaging 16.97 MMbbl/d for the year

to date versus our full year forecast of 16.55 MMbbl/d. The EIA's weekly implied demand for gasoline and distillate as

determined by the product supplied to the market is running at 9.34 and 4.03 MMbbl/d versus our full year estimates of

8.95 and 3.72 MMbbl/d, respectively. The EIA's total refined product demand year to date this week is running at 20.60

MMbbl/d which is up from our full year estimate of 18.87 MMbbl/d. Our tally of daily Bloomberg Gulf Coast 321 Refinery

crack spreads is running $16.62/bbl for the year to date, versus our estimate of $9.55/bbl for the full period. WTI crude

spot prices have averaged $66.40/bbl year to date versus our $64.46/bbl forecast for the full year.

 

News and Views

Enbridge Buys Out Spectra Energy Partners: Making good on earlier plans, Enbridge Inc. (TSX: ENB) (NYSE: ENB)

and Spectra Energy Partners, LP (NYSE:SEP) announced a definitive agreement to combine in a deal valued at US $3.3

billion / CAN $4.3 billion based on the pre-deal closing price. Spectra has over 15,000 miles of transmission pipelines, 170

billion cubic feet of natural gas storage and approximately 5.6 million barrels of crude oil storage.  

OMERS to acquire 50% interest in BridgeTex Pipeline: The buyer will acquire a 50% interest in BridgeTex by paying

$1.438 billion for an 30% stake from Plains All American Pipeline, L.P. (NYSE: PAA) and an additional 20% stake from

Magellan Midstream Partners, L.P. (NYSE: MMP). The transaction is expected to close in the fourth quarter of 2018,

subject to the satisfaction of customary closing conditions.  Our View: The risk profile of a proven U.S. pipeline asset with a

likelihood of strong long-term utilization is ideally suited for retirement funds like OMERS. For fiduciary funds such as this,

rateable cash flows are always preferred to more volatile returns of other types of investment vehicles. Plains and Magellan

can deploy the cash infusion into further expansion that serves the burgeoning output from West Texas.

SemGroup Receives First Ship at HFOTCO Dock 5: SemGroup® Corp's (NYSE:SEMG) subsidiary HFOTCO

announced that they received the first ship at their recently completed deep-water Suezmax-capable dock 5 along the

Houston Ship Channel. The firm with 4 other Suezmax docks and seven barge docks is served by over 18.2 MMbbl storage

for crude and products. Our View: The U.S. has continued to increase production and refining of crude oil within its borders

even more than what is needed to meet U.S. demands.  Export facilities of this nature are needed to make the U.S. market
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balance. SemGroup's HFOTCO subsidiary came in on time with this expansion, as they met the startup of the facility in

mid-summer 2018.  In recent weeks, EIA data shows nearly 6.5 MMbbl/d of exports of crude and products.  The Port of

Houston and the docks that can handle large-capacity loads like those now enabled at HFOTCO Dock 5 will be increasingly

more heavily utilized as production and refining continues to increase on the Gulf Coast.
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